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Leaders agree
on student posts
by David Karvelas
A lingering controversy surrounding
student appointments to various campus
advisory committees apparently has been
resolved.
UMO's top administrator, President
Howard R. Neville, and Student Government President Michael K. McGovern
reached a compromise measure Friday
which is satisfactory to both sides.
The resolution allows McGovern to
submit his choice for committee membership. Neville then may accept or reject that
recommendation.
The compromise also nullified
Neville's power to add or delete from the
size and number of committees. Such an
action must now he negotiated by both
sides.
"It's a document of compromise,"
McGovern said. "I'm very pleased with it.
It's not everything I would have wanted but
at this point you have to compromise."
Although Neville refused to comment
in the measures agreed to. he did say, "As
far as I'm concerned, Mike and I reached
total agreement this morning."
The controversy stemmed from disagreement between the two sides
regarding the selection process of student
representatives to the numerous committees on campus.
These committees, such as the space
committee and the traffic committee, are
designed to aid campus administrators in
making policy decisions by providing them
Most
with information and advice.
committees include students, faculty and
administrators.
McGovern objected to the way in
which students were chosen. He said that.
in the past. Neville would choose from two
nominations submitted for each vacancy.
McGovern said that although he supplied
the names. Neville made the final choice.
"We didn't like the fact that in the end
it was his option more than ours,"

McGovern said.
The new system of selection, however,
has alleviated this problem. "Now, we
send him one name and he can reject it, but
he has to give cause," the student leader
said.
In the past. McGovern unsuccessfully
fought against arbitrary rejection of his
nominations without proper explanation.
Now, he said, Neville must supply a
reason anytime he rejects McGovern's
This explanation will remain
choice.
confidential.
McGovern must still nominate two
names for positions on the Conduct Code
committee and the Intercollegiate Athletic
Advisory Board.
"He (Neville) feels they are very
important committees," McGovern said.
"The Conduct Code Committee has
the actual power of taking disciplinary
action against students without oresidentical approval," he said. Students
comprise four of the committee's seven
members.
The issue of student appointments has
been an important one, McGovern said,
because these committees have a lot of
influence.
The space committee, which selects
locations for various offices, and the
Conduct Code Committee are two of the
more influential committees, he said.
McGovern said trustee pressure
helped prompt the compromise.
Unable to solve these differences with
university officials, McGovern approached
the Board of Trustees with the problem.
McGovern said Neville was hesitant to
get the trustees involved for fear of losing
the position of power on this issue which he
held.
"He felt he would lose because he's
now calling the shots," McGovern said.
The trustees said in January that they
would take "appropriate action" if both
sides did not reach a satisfactory
agreement.

One of the marked trails at the Hirundo Wildlife Refuge in Old Town overlooks
Pushaw Stream. Hirundo is a 357-acre tract ofland donated to the University ofMaine
by Oliver S. Larouche. Story on pages 6-7. [Photo by Douglas Bailey).

Presto! Theater major bewitched
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SCOM,

"You, yourself, have to step into a totally different
character," said Geoffrey Miller. "Doing a trick is doing a
trick; doing magic is totally different—showmanship is the
whole difference. Anyone can do a trick, but only a handful
can be magical." Miller, it seems, is one of these magical
few.
A freshman theatre major at UMO. Miller has been
performing magic in the Bangor area for over a year. He said
that magic has nothing to do with scarves, balls, boxes and
flashy fire; it is how you behave and how you handle the
audience.
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"You try to make every second as magical as possible," he
remarked. "You have got to get ready for every trick, and you
have to go from one thing to another before the audience has
time to think."
Miller performs mainly for children at parties. clubs,
libraries and schools. Although most of these are small
groups of between 20 to 30 children, he has also performed at
the Bangor Auditorium for about 1.500 like one child."
However, Miller admitted that a performer is always proud
of himself when he gets "oohs and ahs." and he gains
showmanship. But when someone yells, "I know how you did

that!", the magician might challenge him with, "Oh you do,
do you!", or softly remark, "Well, we magicians keep our
secrets, don't we."
In March, Miller will perform for adults for the first time
Phillip's Stickland House. a home for the elderly in Bangor.
will provide his first experience with adults. Then, he is
scheduled to perform at HUSSOT1 College the following night
"It's a totally different thing from children," he
commented. "I'm not worried about the Phillip's Strickland
House, but college students can get rowdy, especially when
they start drinking and they feel free to yell things."
Miller became interested in magic during his sophomore
year at Bangor High School. He was given a magic set as a
birthday gift. which he said is the usual start for magicians.
Later, when the school was doing a production of "Damn
Yankee," one of the characters had to pull a cigarette out of
the air. "I saw an ad for that trick." Miller explained. "and
I sent away for it and a catalog. We didn't use the trick, but
the catalog had some really good tricks and it fascinated me."
After that. Miller saw a magician's special on television. "1
was so entranced," he said, "I went straight to the library.
When I finally found the type of book I wanted. I took every
single book out—two grocery bags full. I combed through
each book."
Miller performed his first show in December 1976 at the
Jewish Community Center. "It was horrible compared to
what I do today," he laughed. "I had no tuxedo or staging."
(continued on page three)
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Neville must give approval

Low own

Students plan credit union
by Sharon Deveau

Tuseday. February 28
11 am. to 3 p.m. Preliminary elections for
Distinguished Maine Faculty Award Voting for
off-campus students in the Memorial Union
6:30 p m. "Foraging Along the Seashore, a
presentation by C.D. Richards, 217 Little Hall
8:30 p m Study skills seminar on values
Lewiston Hall Lounge (third floor), BCC
7 p.m Gay-Straight. Alliance meeting, International Lounge, Memorial Union All welcome
Wednesday. March 1
2 'o 8 p m Red Cross Bloodmobile, Gannett
Hall basemen,
6:30 p m Study skills seminar on values, York
Hall, small dining room.

Thursday, March 2
6.30 p.m. Study skills seminar on valueS,
S,ewar, Complex small dining room

1

7 p.m -Nuclear Power and the Arms Race. slide show and discussion. Coe Lounge,
Memorial Union
730 p.m "Wha, Coaches Teach Unknowingly," a lecture by sports psychologis, Rainer
Martens, sponsored by DLS and the physical
education deparmenis 101 English-Math
Building

Establishment of a credit union for UMO
students depends primarily upon student
enthusiasm for the project and its
subsequent approval by President Howard
R. Neville.
A five-member student planning committee was set up after semester break to
look into the situation and according to
committee member Jim Fitzpatrick, "We
hope to get something off the ground by
May.The committee is now investigating the
possibility of taking over the check cashing
and post office services offered by the
bookstore, as well as searching for a
permanent home for the credit union itself.
The credit union, which would offer low
interest loans and give high interest on
savings on its members, would be a
non-profit organization owned by its
members, who have a common association.
Credit unions, Mark Stephens, another
committee member, said, are "the fastest
growing financial institutions in the
country."
Norman Hanna, head of the Maine
Credit Union League. has already visited

Research funds increase
by $4 million in 6 years
by Natalie Slefinger
The past six years have seen an
increase of $4 million in annual grants for
UMO research projects.
t;sants increased from $1.6 million in
1971 to $6.8 million in the fiscal year
ending in June 1977.
"The faculty is responsible for the
growth here." John Kavanagh, assistant
director of the Sponsored Programs
Division, said. "They're the ones that
write the proposals, and have the scientific
know-how."
Proposals for research, public service
and educational projects are submitted to
foundations, agencies and private
companies through the division.
The Sponsored Programs Division
provides information to faculty, staff, and
students on the sources of extramural
support, the priorities of granting institutions, both public and private, and the
current guidelines and program announcements of federal and state agencies.
The faculty is advised ot available
research funds through a monthly newsletter. "Search and Serve," published by
the.division.
"We're a two-way funnel," Kavanagh
said. "If someone sees something that
meets their interest, they will write the
proposal and we help them develop their

plan, mostly with budget advice and
clerical help. At the same time, we spend a
lot of time in Washington, maintaining
contact. It's important to be aware of
changes in agencies."
Money received from agencies and
foundations goes directly to the university.
The Sponsored Programs division then
creates an account for the principal
investigator to draw upon. Funding for
projects usually lasts three years.
The number of research proposals has
more than doubled in six years, and almost
three times as many are being funded.
In 1971, 66 of the 119 proposals were
approved by the foundations. In 1977, 188
proposals received funding from the 268
that applied.
UMO ranks 107th of 2,500 higher
institutions in the U.S. involved in research
projects. "We've moved up,- Kavanagh
said. "A few years ago. UMO was
150th-160th. Now, we're ahead of a lot of
larger institutions such as Syracuse,
Boston College, Notre Dame. and Rice."
The Sponsored Programs Division is
sponsoring a research symposium this
spring, to be conducted by the National
Institute of Health. Representatives from
the other Maine colleges are being invited.
"It's all part of our goal to get
everyone to know that UMO is a strong
reserach institution," Kavanagh said.

IDB decides to present
X-rated movie in April
by Randy Dustin

The Interdormitory Board has voted to
show an X-rated film for the first time.
according to Michael J. Murphy, IDB film
chairman.
On April 5 and 6 in 101 English-Math
Building. 1DB will present "Misty
Beethoven," an X-rated film distributed by
SRO Entertainment of New York city.
Originally planned for these two nights
was "Death Race 2000." However, the
distributor notified the IDB that they
couldn't provide the movie, Murphy said.
In discussing what should be shown in
place of "Death Race 2000," the idea of an
X-rated film came up.
"At first it was just a joke." Murphy
said. "but we had the open spot, and
people didn't mind, so we decided to go
with an X-rated movie."

IDB discussed the possibility of showing
"Deep Throat" and dec;ded against it.
"The board said it was a little too
raunchy," Murphy explained. The distributor also pointed out that it was an early
X-rated film famous for its shocking effect.
It is less explicit and of lower qualtiy than
most X-rated movies currently being made.
Murphy said that "Deep Throat" has a
high potential for making money. At
Cornell University the film was shown and
made several thousand dollars, he said.
However. Murphy said that "Misty
Beethoven" is a better choice.
"I'm pretty sure that it will do well,"
Murphy said. "It's the most expensive
X-rated film that's been made. The
distributor says that it's a high quality
movie." IDB has not decided if they will
charge admission, he said.
MUAB has shown X-rated films, but
they were considered "tasteful" or
soft-core movies, Murphy said.

UMO once, and offered the committee
several suggestions. "He gave us two
options. We can go on our own and create
an individual charter or we can combine
with the existing UMO employees' credit
union. We're looking into both prospects."
The operation of a credit union is quite
simple, Stephens said. "Those who wish to
join the union must invest at least $5 and
are charged a 50 cent admission fee," he
explains. "Then we take the accumulated
money and invest it in either governmentbacked bonds or make loans with it."
"Membership in the credit union
doesn't guarantee that the person will
receive any loan he applies for. Loan
applications will be subject to the Credit
Committee's approval, that is, if the
applicant has a good credit rating,"
Fitzpatrick said.
The credit union's loan terms are the
best available, Stephens said. "Because
we're not out to make a profit, we can give
loans with a maximum interest rate of one
percent a month and offer seven percent
interest on savings. The highest savings
interest in the state at a regular bank is 51
/
4
percent," he said.
In addition to these benefits membership
in the credit union is permanent until "the
person divests the union of all of his
shares," Fitzpatrick said.
If the UMO credit union becomes a
reality the Maine Credit Union League will
send help in the form of people to instruct
potential tellers and will loan supplies on a

long-term basis, Fitzpatrick said. Admission to the league would cost $10,
All those involved with the credit union.
with the possible exception of the
treasurer, will be volunteers, according to
Fitzpatrick. "The most expensive item in
creating the credit union will be the
location. The administration is discussing
possible sites right now," he said.
Next weekend the planning committee
will visit the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst, where students have set up a
successful credit union. "We're going
down to ask questions and see how their
operation works," Fitzpatrick said. Since.
its inception, UMass's credit union has
loaned close to $400,000 to over 800
students.
The committee recently met with
Neville. Vice President of Finance and
Administration John Blake, and Vice
President of Student Affairs Dwight
Rideout. A final report will be submitted to
Neville by the committee sometime soon
for his approval. Once approved by Neville,
the proposal will go to the Board of
Trustees for its okay.
"What we need right now is undergraduates in finance and accounting who
would be interested in the credit union and
for students to show a definite interest. It
would be an excellent educational experience," Fitzpatrick said.
A general meeting for the UMO student
body will be held March 8 at 7:30 at 140
Little Hall, "to get student reaction to the
idea," he said.
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Doug Hall and Mark Ayers enjoy an actfrom Saturday night's
bizarre Bong Show. Hall
and Ayers won the first prize of$100 with their comedy
routine "Who's on First?'
[photo by Robin Hartford].

Gargles get giggles
Three York Hall men brushed their teeth
with the same mug of water at the MUAB
Bong Show Saturday. Then, while two of
them argued about the water, the third
calmly drank it and walked off stage. The
judges awarded them the $5 prize for the
worst act.
There were about 20 acts in the Bong
Show, including a group of students
dressed like pencils, a juggler, a bellydancer, guitarists, pianists and vocalists.
The audience became part of the show as
they shouted to the judges to "bong"
performers and shot paper airplanes on to
the stage. But the judges eliminated only a
few acts by hitting their gong.
Judges Marie Urbanski, assistant professor of English, Bobby Russell of WABI,
and Jay Michaels of WGUY even got into
the act. When two fencers delayed their
entrance on stage, Russell and Michaels

staged a friendly duel.
The audience cheered Urbanski as she
joined a group of five York Hall men
juggling wastebaskets.
A comedy routine "Who's on First?"
done by Doug Hall and Mark Ayers, both
of Gannett Hall. won the $100 first prize.
When Leisa Ross of Kennebec Hall came
on stage with her guitar, the previously
noisy audience quietly listened to her song
"Dust in the Wind." She won the $35
second prize.
Another guitarist, Anthony Arsenault
sang "Thunder Road" for the third prize of
$15.

Book Bonanza Sale

1st Prize- X country skis
from Cutlers
other prizes from Pats, McDonalds
Salty Dog, Luna Base, Governors,
Stable Inn, M.A. Clark, The Store,
Jac and Jean Jean Shop,the Chalet,
Augmented Fifth, UMO Bookstore.
and Gunns Sport Shop
Drawing March 9
See any Cumberland DAB reps
or drop by the 2nd floor at the
Union Feb. 27, 28 and March 2,3

*1

March 1-21
Buys any single

Wok

All themes—over 18,000
many college related books
Coin & Curiosity Shop
Main St. Orono
866-5614

GET LUCK
Cumberland D.A.B Raffle
TICKETS 50C or 331.00
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August graduation fate undecided
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by Stacy Viles
The decision to eliminate the August
graduation exercises because of lack of
participation among graduates rests with
President Howard R. Neville. Neville is
expected to decide in late March after
recommendations from the Commencement Committee.
At the Commencement Committee's last
meeting on Thursday, Feb. 16, Earsel
Goode suggested that the Registar's office
poll potential August graduates on the
issue.
The Commencement Committee will
await the results from the poll before
making ,iny recommendations to President
At the 1977 August graduation exercises, approximately 125 of a possible three

to four hundred graduating students
participated.
The possiblity of dropping the ceremonies was brought before the Dean's
Council in September.
According to council chairman James M.
Clark. vice president of Academic Affairs,
the council now supports the continuation
of the August exercises. The Dean's
Council includes Neville; the four vicepresidents; Stephen Weber, assistant to
the president; and Ed Hackett, director of
the Continuing Education Division and
summer sessions.
The Commencement Committee consists
of students from the Senior Council and a
few administrators. Registar John Collins
and Clark are co-chairmen of the committee.

In 1972, the December commencement
exercises were quietly eliminated also
because of lack of participation among
those graduating.
Henry Hooper, the Dean of Graduate
Students, is strongly opposed to the
abolition of the August exercises. The
majority of those graduating at that time
are graduate students and he feels they
deserve the smaller, more personal
ceremony in August rather then participating in May.
Donald Morency, president of the
Graduate Student Board, echoes Dean
Hooper's opinion.
"I am against it (elimination). More
importantly, graduate students are against
it. It's silly to attend (May commencement)
when you haven't actually graduated."

Senior prom tradition revived this year
In view of the success of recent
semi-formals around UMO, the class of
1978 has rejuvenated the Senior Prom. It
will be held Saturday, April 8.
Susan Beaudoin, chairman of the
prom committee of the Senior Council, is
still working out the last details. "It's still
kind of up in the air," she said.
UMO last held a senior prom in the
early sixties. Meredith Strang, an active
member in Senior Council, speculated that
the prom was discontinued because of the

rebellious atmosphere surrounding
students of that era.
Beaudoin said she believes students
have mellowed. "I think kids want to get
back some of the things they missed out
on.
The prom will be a more sophisticated
affair than most high school proms or
campus semi-tormais, sne saia.
"They want something more than just
a small dorm-like party. They want it big
and lush and I hope we can give it to

them," Beaudoin said.
The possibility of using off-campus
facilities such as the Ramada Inn are being
investigated, and groups such as Coloured
Rain, Good and Plenty, and the Imposters,
are possibilities for entertainment.
No one under twenty will be allowed to
attend because of the drinking age,
Beaudoin said. Those attending must
possess either a Maine state liquor ID or
three types of identification.
Tickets will go on sale the week
before spring vacation.

April 26 designated

Maine Day activities planned
by Kevin Burnham

Flail
ft?'

President Howard R. Neville, in accordance with tradition, has agreed to suspend
all classes on Wednesday, April 26, in
observance of Maine Day.
In a letter to the university community,
Neville said the purpose of Maine Day is.
in part, to renew the sense of community
and common purpose throughout campus.
Future decisions concerning Maine Day
will depend upon the success or failure of
this year's celebration, he added.

Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity will
be sponsoring this year's events, Chris
Slader, chairman of Maine Day, said.
"We're going to try to get everyone
involved instead of just having a day off
from classes," he said.
Various forms of competition between
the complexes are being planned. Slader
said. "This will give students a chance to
participate in events," he said.
Steak dinners will be served in all dining
halls that evening. The Animal Club plans
to prepare a chicken dinner sometime
during the day, Slader said. Club members
are raising the chickens themselves.

Some of the events planned for the
Jay include a carnival to be held on
the mall or in the parking lot behind the
Memorial Union; a blue-grass festival
featuring C.W. Mow; canoe races; and
organizational booths.
The races, to be held on the Stillwater
River will be organized by Associate Dean
of Student Activities William Lucy.
Booths may be set up on the mall by any
club or organization, Slader said. He said
he is contacting various clubs to find out
how many are interested.

Police charge
Oak Hall two
for damages
by Michael Martin
Two Oak Hall men have been
charged with criminal mischief and
disorderly conduct stemming from
an incident at the dormitory last
Wednesday.
The criminal mishchief charges
against Gary Stanhope and John
Davee were the result of a spree in
which 11 bathroom windows were
smashed in Oak Hall.
The two were also charged with
disorderly conduct because of their
actions while riding in the ambulance from Oak Hall to Eastern Maine
Medical Center where they were
treated and released. Campus police
say witnesses indicated the men had
been intoxicated.
A third man, Michael Snowman,
also of Oak Hall. was present in the
ambulance, but was apparently not
involved in the incident. Campus
police detective Terry Burgess said
that Snowman was "rowdy with the
rest of them Wednesday night, but
there is no evidence to implicate him
in anything."
Damage amounted to $250, including $55 to the windows, $100 to
three telephones ripped from the
walls, and an estimated $70 labor
costs. There was also miscellaneous
other damage.
Burgess said that damage might
have been more extensive if Oak Hall
RAs hadn't intervened.
Stanhope and Davee will be
arraigned in Third District Court in
Bangor March 10, where they will
enter pleas.

Correction
The Maine Campus, based on
erroneous information supplied by
the UMO Police and Safety Department, incorrectly reported Friday
that Michael Snowman was treated
at the Eastern Maine Medical Center
for cuts on his hands.
Snowman, in fact, was not iniureq,
but rather accompanied his two
friends, t;ary Stanhope and John
Davee, to the hospital.
The Campus regrets any inconvenience its error may have created for
Snowman.
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On March 14. University of Maine
students who are registered in Orono will
haNe a chance to vote in the selection of
representatives of the town of Orono.
Running uncontested for the two
openings for three-year positions on the
town council are James F. Horan, former

chairman of the council and Theresa
Morrow. For the one-year term on the
council. Paula C. Page is running
uncontested.
Two candidates have announced intentions to run for the one position on the
school committee. Charles 0. Grant and
Pamela A. Wallace.

•Magic tricks purchased
(continued from page one)
After acquiring a tuxedo and "evening
dress" made by his grandmother, which
consists of a satin top with blousy sleeves,
a black velvet vest and dress pants, Miller
began receiving requests for performances.
"It's strange the way people find
out—suddenly you get a call." he
remarked. At that time he charged $20 for
a performance.
Most of Miller's tricks are performed
with home-made apparatus. or small
mail-order kits. "It is impractical for me to
have a lot of big equipment." he said. "I
have to keep all my equipment in two
suitcases while at school and performing.
"
"A lot of the best magic is home-made.•
he added, explaining that with eight
styrofoam balls, which cost around $2. you
can do "myriads of different magic. You
can carry on for two hours with these balls
if you study the books." Miller said.

A thrift store is also a great place to buy
apparatus. he said, because "slide-of-thehand" tricks only require a set of cups,
boxes or balls.
However, mail-order buying is necessary
to get many tricks not available in this
area. Miller explained. "You become an
expert at shopping by mail, and you !earn
to study the ads. You know what the trick is
going to look like before buying." he said
While at UMO, Miller performs shows
whenever he can, and he is also active in
theater. "Theater is very close to magic—
magic is a theatrical art," he commented.
As for Miller's future, he said, "Magic.
to me, is going to be my career, however
pair 1 get. When you get into the arts, you
have to be so dedicated it doesn't matter
how poor you get. It also dream of opening
a magic store in Bangor. There is none
there now. and I think the kids would like
it.''

IN YOUR CAREER PLANNING

What's New At
'#u rd en's?

have you considered

EH

•Ladies. Shoes • lc to $24
NOW:$3 99
•Men's Shirts• Values to $20
NOW:$2.99
-*Canvas Sneakers* Values to $8.99
NOW:$3.99
'Leeds Luggage• Values to $44
NOW:$10.00
395 MAIN ST., BANGOR 942-0062

I

the next civilization?
Write today for booklet The Challenge
of Lahloe " Send name and address to
k. gordon fovAer, suite 469. 6220 acid
street, noetairee, louisiana
Enclose a dollar to over «)sts (it is con
ditto/billy Ifq OViefdhlei.

Everybody's Welcome
to
Everybody's Super Sandwich and Ice Comm Shoppe

26 Main St. Orono
Indulge
it•"

_)

in one

of our

70 delicious reasons why
we're "Everybody's favorite Sandwich
For dessert treat yourself to an "Everybody s
Favorite ice cream sundae, parfait or banana split
at "Everybody's Ice Cream Shoppe"

"Eat in or takeout"
3.00 purcliki..e
FREE! Campus Delivery with any
otherwise there is a .50` charge
Open Monday thru Sunday 7:30am 'til midnight
When in Bangor stop at the Everybody's In the Sunbury Mall

•
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Senior prom:predictable,inevitable
It was all so predictable.

Consider the chain of events: first was the
election in October of a UMO Homecoming
Queen—the first since 1969. Then came a senior
class meeting, also the first in several years.
Next in line were reports of resurgent interest in
dormitory and fraternity semi-formals around
campus.
So what was left? A UMO senior prom, of
course. And yes, it's going to happen, less than
six weeks from today. See page three for the
gritty details.
One organizer, in explaining the prom's
resurrection, hypothesizes that "I think kids
want to get back some of the things they missed
out on." Students, she says, have mellowed.
Another prom organizer theorizes that the
events were discontinued at UMO in the first
place in the 1960's because of the rebellious
atmosphere surrounding students.
For what it's worth, both organizers are
probably more correct than they realize.
Students, 1978-style, have mellowed. Their
enthusiasm as watchdogs and changers of a
less-than-ideal system has vanished, swallowed
up by a seemingly irreversable trand that has
caught UMO firmly in its grubby paws.
Such events as homecoming queen contests
and senior proms aren't bad in and of
themselves. The enigma at hand, rather, is that
such events—and the unwitting participants in
them—are indicative of a trend which has
infiltrated UMO and the nation. It's a trend away
from the days of student involvement, and back
to the innocent ways of earlier years.
Most observers contend, quite simply, that the
days of student activism—of heightened interest
in political and social events— are gone,
replaced by senior proms and beauty pagents.

Sadly, we have to agree. It's just not
fashionable these days to buck the system. Nor is
it particularly in vogue to help change the system
by getting involved.
Students just don't do such things anymore.
They'd rather elect homecoming queens than
student senators. They'd rather spend time
coordinating a senior prom than, for example,

mobilizing in opposition to the very-real
possibility of gun-toting cops who may soon
patrol their campus.
Most likely, the national student trend,
1978-style, will win the final battle. Hell, given
the choice of attending that anti-gun rally, or
going to a senior prom, who can even question
which would gain the majority nod at UMO?
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Contamination by education
A select group of UMO professors is being
contaminated this year. Not with the flu, but with
information about career education. The
professors, in turn, have already or will soon
begin contaminating their students.
The profs are involved in UMO's first-ever
career education program, a project which aims
to help both students and instructors better
understand how classroom learning relates to
career preparation.
Career education is a convenient name for a
movement starting to assert itself nationally in
the classroom. Into a university community such
as ours, it may someday help us all to understand
the "why," in terms of job preparation, behind
much of the learning we do.
Career education can start to bridge the gap
between academia and the job market. It can
improve communication in the classroom, and
start both instructors and students thinking
about the role of education as preparation for a
life in the job market.
And while few people would advocate making
the more intellectually-oriented programs into

strictly job-oriented fare, there has to be a
middle ground. Few,even among the most
non-job oriented of students, can have the luxury
of attending college mindless of the stark
economic realities which lurk at education's end.
Thus, we hope that the incipient career
education program at UMO will signal the
beginning of a program that will grow and
prosper.
The current program has reached barely 100
professors in its brief existence, and none in the
Colleges of Arts and Sciences or Business
Administration.
Lack of adequate funding has forced the
program's organizers to limit its scope. But
there's a good possibility that more federal
money will soon be pumped into the career
education program.
If this possibility materializes, UMO should try
to secure additional money with which it could
expand the scope of its career educational
efforts.
Everyone, both students and faculty alike,
could stand a bit of contaminating.
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reader's opinion

Thank-you students

The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.

To the Editor:

Alma mater verse
To the Editor:
Like any loyal alumna of the
University of Maine at Orono, I
try to glean rumors of alma mater
news from the media. Tonight I
was blessed with yet another
account of the campus police and
their demonstrations.

I was immediately struck by the
proverbial bolt from the blue.
Grabbing my pencil (which hasn't
been sharpened since my final
exam in 1976) I scribbled the
following verse:

I only hope the UMO campus is
still holding its own against crime
while Orono's finest are carrying
signs.

The more they picket
The less they'll ticket

Oh that 'flue'
To the Editors:
Have your copy editors had
the "flue" too for the last couple
weeks? Probably not—I'll bet
your proofreaders just "flue" the
coop for a while. Where I come
from, the typesetters eat mistakes
like that on their lunch half-hour.
Also where I come from, the
townfolk didn't let them Teamster
boys hang around as long as y'all
have— I guess academia is still
too tolerant, or is it submissive?
You'd be surprised how little
fight you have to put up before
you chase the bullies out of town
with their tails tucked between

The best
To the editors:
I think the Maine Campus is
the best newspaper in the world.
It's great. It's tremendous. It's
fantastic. I want a job there next
year. It's super. You're all great
writers.
Sign me,
Daniel R. Warren
Washington. D.C.

their legs. I know, because we
did it.
By the way, I know some
chimney sweeps who could take
care of that "flue" problem for
you.
Jeff Beebe
The Ellsworth American

Housing
To the editor:
A friend of mine, Xirayda
Casanova from Venezuela. would
like to visit a Maine family to
learn the English language. She
is 20 years old and a high shcool
graduate.
Xirayda would like to come
as soon as possible. Her family
will pay her living expenses for
three or four months.
If you are interested in
having her stay with you, contact
me or write: Roberto Casanova.
75 Rossmore Rd.. Apt. 2. Jamaica
Plain, Mass.. 02130.
Sincerely yours.
Jose Moreno
402 Estabrooke

Sincerely,
Susan J. Griffin
Hallowell, Maine

I am taking this means to
express my appreciation to the
students of UMO for the way they
handled themselves during the
recent flu epidemic.
They showed a lot of common
sense, patience, good humor and
resourcefulness which made it
possible for the Health Center to
provide adequate care to those
most in need of it. I especially like
the way people helped each other.
The State Public Health Laboratory has confirmed the fact the
illness was influenza, but we
don't know yet whether it was due
to the Victoria, Texas or Russian
strain. The blood tests have been
sent to the Communicable
Disease Center in Atlanta, 6a. for
further identification, but we
probably won't hear from them

—Commentary

Last night I spent a few minutes glancing
through the sports stories that would
appear in today's Maine Campus. It looked
fine—UMO had won in basketball,
women's track and hockey.
The news that the hockey club had
earned a chance to compete in the Division
II playoffs with the victory over Colby
pleases me the most I guess, since it's one
of my favorites. Imagine how exciting it
must be for an all-freshman team to be
looking to the chance of competing in the
playoffs—in the first year as a sport at
UMO, no less. This of course looks great
for the university. How many other schools
have pulled that feat off in the last few
years?
Well. I thought all this was great. But
then I came upon a women's skiing article
which struck me with joy and disappointment at the same time. It wasn't that UMO
had done bad—in fact the women had
captured a fifth place in the Eastern ski

opw
A crime against children

In August. 1976. Gregory was arrested
during a demonstration at the site of the
proposed Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant.
That was before an organized effort against
the plant site had developed. Only 10
people were arrested that day. Last
summer, when nearly 300 were arrested at
Seabrook. Gregory was there. Her convicitons had not lost a glimmer of their
shine.
She battled the charges against her and
lost. She claimed the three month sentence

for only the first arrest was unfair, that the
Public Service Company of N.H.. along
with Governor Mel Thomson and a judge
he appointed, was trying to make a
dictatorial example of the handful of
demonstrators.
She was right. Governor Mel found out
later though, that there are still a few
people alive who can think an original
thought and refuse to be bullied.
Whether you arc an advocate of nuclear
power or not, the idea in N.H. was a con.
The plans of the plant were not even
federally approved. They were turned
down in various states until the greedy
gleam in Gov. Thomson's eye caught some
attention. 'Build it here.' he said. 'I know
my constituents. They are half-asleep. No
trouble.'
Mel was wrong. There were a few people
awake, and one or two. like Gregory had
the guts to stand up and shout no.
Now she is sitting in a prison cell
voluntarily. Her case is still up for appeal,
but this Christmas she decided the strain on

for another four weeks.
I estimated for the Public
Health Service we have had 4,000
cases so far, but this could be
underestimated by 2,000 or more.
At any rate, the worst seems to be
over except for residual coughs,
weakness, and lassitude. I urge
you all to continue getting
adequate sleep and dress warmly
until you feel completely well.
Faculty members who are
confronted by students who claim
to have missed classes or exams
because of the flu should believe
their allegations. It is a rare
student who missed the illness
and we could't possibly have
seem all who were ill.

Sincerely yours
R.A. Graves, M.D., Director
Cutler Health Center

Bob Granger—

Where's the money?

--Dun Roami

There is a small town in central New
Hampshire called Unity. The town is not
unusual except for a small prison, the
Sullivan County House of Correction, that
is located there. Right now, however, both
the town and the prison are exceptional
because of the presense of a certain
soft-spoken woman named Mary Gregory.
She is there serving a three month
sentence, not for any crime that she
committed, but in protest of a crime that
she feels is the most intolerable evil
imaginable: a crime against children.

5

her six children, her husband, and herself
was getting too grim. Rather than wait for
a decision and find out during the summer
that she would have to be separated from
her family, she decided to serve the
penalty.
Prison life is not to be scoffed at.
Gregory chose the Unity Jail because it is
the closest to her home and easiest for her
faimly to visit—every Sunday. Otherwise
whe talks to no one, because the prison is
for men only and Gregory is kept apart,
literally locked in her cell tor days at a
time.
We owe Mary Gregory something. She
acted with more courage. altruism and
compassion in her heart than most people
learn in a lifetime. She gave what she
had—herself, so the world t ,ight still be
around for others to experient -. to feel, to
stand in and wonder, why an. I alive?
For me. Mary Gregory is more that, an
ideal, a flash of a hero. She also happens to
be my neighbor back home. And the next
time I see her I'm going to take hold of her
and kis% her. Damnit, I am.

championships at Middlebury, Connecticut
this weekend. So why disappointment?
With the fifth place finish, the women
qualified themselves as a team to compete
in the Nationals scheduled for March 10
and 11 in Albuquerque, New Mexico. But
the team won't be able to go as a whole
because UMO lacks the funds to send them
there. Instead, one representative from the
women's cross-country team and a single
member from the women's downhill squad
will go to represent the team.
It wasn't the choices that disappointed
me because they were excellent—last
year's All-East cross-countrier Sandy Cook
and downhill standout Kristin Wiese. The
thing that bothered me was that the
women's team placed fourth in the nation
in women's skiing last year—fourth in the
nation! How many other UMO sports can
claim such outstanding credentials? However, the university can't seem to cough up
enough money to pay for the prestige—
even with skiing such a high-interest sport
as it is today.
And yet the UMO women, who have
worked hard to get as far as they have, are
watching the opportunity to better their
fourth in the nation status slip through
their boot bindings.
Surely the athletic department had
stored away enough money to send the
basketball team through the playoffs had
they been fortunate enough to make them,
and of course the rookie hockey team will
get its funds to attend the playoffs should
they win the berth. And I'm sure there's
plenty of money ready to send the baseball
team to spring training in California, not to
mention to the national piayotts it they can
conjure up a batting average high enough
to get there. But the women's ski team
won't get the opportunity. Is there really
no money or are the people in charge of its
distribution just not ski buffs? I don't
know. How about a piece of President
Neville's so-called "slush fund"? Isn't
there any prestige in having such a highly
ranked athletic team on campus? We can
only live on past accomplishments so long.
Surely, it would cost a great deal to fund
a two-day trip to New Mexico for the skiers
but what were they working for over the
course of the season? The opportunity to
have a chance in the Nationals—to have a
chance at being one of the best teams in
the country? It seems that way.
Oh well, I'm still rooting for the hockey
team to win a playoff spot in the division.
Certainly if they make it, they won't have
to worry about not having the funds to get
there—even if it were in New Mexico.

6
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Hirundo
A gift oflove,a gift oflife,
wild andfree... always
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Although Oliver Larouche is a former hunter,
he now spends his time looking after the many
forms of wildlife that inhabit his 356-acre home
he calls Hirundo.
Located in west Old Town, Hirundo is a
wildlife refuge for the protection of wild animals,
fish, birds and other wildlife. Thanks to
Larouche, Hirundo will remain a place of
sanctuary for these animals long after he is gone.
Under a perpetual trust agreement with the
University of Maine, Larouche has donated his
land to the university with the stipulation it will
be preserved and maintained as a wildlife
refuge. The university cannot sell the land but
can use it for a variety of studies.
In recent years the refuge has been used for
teachings and scientific studies such as fishery
biology studies, banding of woodcock and tree
swallows, field trips for the Maine Jocelyn
Botanical society, field trips by USDA trainees,
archeological excavation by UMO classes and for
some aspects of the Quaternary Institute's
studies.
Larouche has allowed the public to share in the
beauty of Hirundo as well. There are no fences
around the property, there is no admission
charge, he does not advertise in any travel
folders.
He is simply a lover of nature and is willing to
let other people experience the land that is his
home.
The activities available to the public include
trail walking, snowshoeing, cross country skiing,
canoeing, observation of birds, animals, wild
flowers, and shrubs.
There is also a shelter for the use of group
activities and observation of four natural springs.
There are five color-marked trails at Hirundo.
The blue trail will take a visitor along the east

side of Pushaw Stream, which bord
property.
The red trail is shorter and leads to or
four man-made fish ponds surroun
wildlife food plantings on its seven per
Fields on the refuge total 60 acres and t
93 tree swallow nesting houses.
Hirundo used to be the home of the R
Indian. They were not the modern" Ii
say, a thousand or two thousand year:
Artifacts belonging to the Red Paini
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They are still being analyzed and will e%
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South Stevens Hall.
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place as close to its natural state as i
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property.
The many animals using Hirundo for their
home include deer, moose, bear, muskrat,
beaver, raccoons, rabbits, red and gray
squirrels, porqupines and red fox. Occasionally a
fisher, pinemarten, bobcat, otter or ermine will
venture on to the property.
Bird species visiting the area or permanently
residing tnere are quite varied and change with
the seasons.
Larouche is quick to point out that Hirundo is
not a party place. He knows that when you deal
with the public you are bound to get a few
"knuckleheads" who take a good thing too far.
But most of the pople who visit Hirundo are
nice people, Larouche says. People who want to
see animals in their natural surroundings rather
than in cages.
When a visitor enters Hirundo, Larouche will
take him down the trails, show him where the
best places are and tell him stories about the
many animals that live here.
Some visitors ask why would he want to give
all his land to the university. Larouche explains
that he could sell the land or give it to his heirs
but it would surely be chopped up and sold as

house lots and he doesn't want that.
Larouche can remember when there weren't
many houses around his property but now the
expanding city of Old Town is bringing new
neighbors closer all the time.
With the agreement he reached with the
university, he can rest easy with the knowledge
that his land will remain as it is, wild and free for
all to enjoy.

Story and photos by Douglas Bailey.

Dedication helps Woodsmen's Team win
by Natalie Slefinger

You might call it football, forestry
department style. Or you might call it by its
more common name—that comparitively
obscure, although thriving, sport known as
the UMO Woodsmen's Team.
According to Team Captain Chuck
Gadzik, the Woodsmen's team has had
more first and second place finishes in the
Northeast than any other school since its
1947 inception.

The team's record becomes all the more
impressive, says Gadzik, when the UMO
team, which is strictly a volunteer effort, is
compared to more formal teams fielded by
many of the 30 or more schools it competes
against in an average meet.
"The other teams have an
advantage," Gadzik said. "The other
competitors are usually from forestry
schools, where the woodsmen's team is

treated like our football team. They are
strictly organized. We are a completely
independent organization in itself and
members. It's a great way to help a future
professional attitude."
Gadzik said the team's members are
primarily forestry students. He stressed,
however, "anyone enrolled full-time in the
university can try for the team. The more
experienced, the better, but we'll teach
anyone anything.
And at UMO, the woodsmen's team
isn't one for which only men need apply:
there's also a women's division of the
team, which got off to a fast start in its 1975
inaugural year by finishing second in two
meets.
Anyone selected for the teams (two
men's, one women's, consisting of six
members each) has a chance to compete at
the three meets held yearly, during the
fall, spring, and winter.
The events include chain throwing,
firebuilding. crosscut sawing, felling,

bowsaw and the UMO specialty, pulpwood
throwing.
one UMO team member has been
undefeated for the past year in three
collegiate and one professional pulpwood
throwing contests.
Another competitor, Scott Mason,
demonstrated his prowess during the fall
meet at the University of New Brunswick.
During the competition, his pulp throw
sailed through the windshield of a Ford
LTD parked too near the pulp-throwing
course.
The members also participate in the
various demonstrations given by the team.
They appear at the UMO Organizational
Fair, at various country fairs, and at the
New England Sportsmen's Show. They
charge for demonstrations, and the
income, plus funds received from the
Student Senate, pay for their participation
in the events and their equipment.
The team's good record is probably
based on that independent philosophy,
said Sue Sollenberger of the girl's team.

"It's run on an honor system. If you really
want to do something, you'll go out there
and practice."
And practice they do. They'll start
practice for the spring meet right after the
spring break. The meet, to be held at Colby
College, is tentatively set for the first
weekend in May. Maine has high hopes
for the spring meet, said Patrick Strauch.
"The big competition will be Paul Smith's
Next
College, an all-forestry school."
year, UMO will host the spring meet.
The long hours of swinging an ax and
the sleepless nights spent in the barns
(where the team is usually housed at
meets) have rewards, though. The woodsmen's team is known for their rowdy
bonfires, held as an excuse to burn the
practice wood. They have turned into
"rousing good times."
And that's one of the prime reasons
for joining the team. "Besides the skills
learned, the professional experience, and
the exercise, people join for a good time,"
says the captain.
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PIRG:

Once-active student consumer organization
to be revived and promoted this semester

by Natalie Slefinger
The student consumer organization
PIRG (Public Interest Research Group) is
being revived this semester, and its
director, Robert Paisley, expects it to 'be
going well by mid-semester.'
The student-funded organization, which
researches consumer and environmental
topics, was very active when it was formed
in 1973, but interest declinded a couple of
years ago.
This semester, Paisley and two others
want to take the remains of the once-active

mpus

' Hall

ails.

organization and 'get it back in running
condition.'
Paisley, who became involved with PIRG
through a work-study job, plans to spend
the next few weeks finding out what the
organization has done and what would be
useful to do. He then plans to begin
promoting the group.
'We're open to volunteers and suggestions,' he said.'We're looking for things to
do. We're open to any kind of research; we
have no real power, but we can snoop
where we feel like it. For example, we can't
take a case to court, but we can set up a

Neville to visit senate
A visit from President Howard R. Neville
and seating of 21 new senators will
highlight tonight's meeting of the General
Student Senate. The meeting will be held
at 6:30 p.m. in 153 Barrows Hall.
Student Government President
Michael K. McGovern said Monday that
the format of the meeting will probably
include a brief statement from Neville,
with a question and answer period
following.
Among the questions senators have
indicated they will ask Neville, McGovern
said there will be several concerning the
proposed apartment complex to be constructed near York Hall.

Neville is also expected to be asked
questions concerning police matters, including one as to whether union negotiations still include bargaining about the
rights of police to carry guns while on duty.
Neville is also expected to be asked his
opinion on student government's work
towards establishing a credit union on
campus next year.

foundation for the problem.'
Paisley is presently working on a study
of the bi-lingual services offered by area
hospitals and other public service organizations.
He is also planning a survey of places
that accept returnable beverage containers
and he wants to find out why they won't
accept dented cans. PIRG may also
investigate the possibility of opening a
co-op garage.
The UMO PIRG, organized in the spring
of 1973, was originally staffed by 15 elected
representatives from dormitory complexes
and fraternities.
The organization investigated banks,
funeral directors, nursing homes, the home
heating oil industry and claims courts.
PIRG also conducted price surveys on
records, and beer and wine, acted as a
clearinghouse for complaints about the
Educational Testing Service, and studied
and approved the UMO Bookstore.
Apathy has always plagued the organiza
tion. Each of its directors has expressed
the need for more student involvement,
some proposing that the university offer
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the chance for students to use the
organization as an independenet study
project, or include it in other course work.
The group was funded by a 'negative
check-off' included on the semester bill.
Students could elect to pay the $2 to the
university, who then authorized PIRG to
use the money.
The first semester of the 'check-off' was
the fall of 1973, when 66 percent of the
student body of 8,700 gave $10056 to
organization.
The negative check also declined in
popularity. The trustees would not renew
the original contract for the check-off, so
the group was forced to turn to student
government for funding.
• The last semester the check-off was
offered, fall of 1975, only 30 percent of the
student body of 9,000 funded PIRG, giving
the organization $6,200 to work with.
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Lifestyles••
Courses in residential areas gain support
fit
by Betsey Shirley
The number of courses offered in the
Living/Learning program at Stewart Complex has doubled this semester and plans
are being made to reserve a floor in
Cumberland Hall next year for students in
the program.
Twelve courses are now offered in
Stewart Commons and two courses are
held in the ground floor lounges of
Androscoggin Hall, an increase of seven
courses from last semester.
The co-administrators of the Living/Learning program, English Professor
Burton Hatlen and Stewart Complex
Coordinator Terri McGroder, called last
semester's trial run of the program "a
success." The original co-sponsors, the
College of arts and Sciences and Residential Life, have decided to continue the
program for at least two more years.
Courses for this semester were selected
after a poll of Stewart Complex students
was completed. Introductory and advanced
courses are offered and the program is
open to all undergraduates, although
preference is given to Stewart residents.
Two special seminars are offered this
semester, "The Idea of a University"
taught by Helen and a film and discussion
series titled "Science and Society" taught
by Professor William Unertl of the physics
department.
The "Science and Society" seminar
which meets Wednesday nights, offers a
variety of 50-minute films relating science
to the development of society. A 60-minute
discussion period is held after the film and
faculty members are invited to attend and
participate.
"This seminar grew out of a conversation with undergrads who felt that such a
course would be a good supplement to the
Living/Learning program," said Unertl..
"There are eight students taking the
seminar for credit, but we usually have
22-24 other students join us for the
discussions."
Between 100-150 students are enrolled
in the program. Classes are held during the
day and on Tuesday and Wednesday
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A group of students and faculty participate in one of the classes offered in the
Living/Learning program at Stewart Commons. Twelve courses are now offered to
undergraduates. [photo by Ed Stevens].
evenings. Faculty hold office hours and
help sessions on Monday nights at Stewart.
-Hopefully we will be able to establish a
core of 15-20 faculty members who have a
permanent interest in the program and will
be identified with Stewart. Students will
become accustomed to seeing faculty
members in the dorm and the dining
halls," Haden said.
Hatlen explained that Stewart Complex
was chosen as the program site because of
the high percentage of interest by
Cumberland Hall residents in response to a
survey conducted by the ad hoc committee
who initiated the Living/Learning set up.
"We originally intended to use the
basement lounge of Cumberland, but
because of insufficient exits, according to
the fire marshal, we were unable to do so,"
said Hatlen.
Next year, the Living/Learning program
plans to establish a living area in
Cumberland in which most of the residents
will be active members -in the program.
The advisory committee is requesting that
all rooms in Cumberland vacated by

graduating seniors or other vacancies be
reserved for students in the Living/Learning program.
McGroder estimates there will be 60-80
vacancies, which would open up one floor,
if continuing students are re-located within
the dorm. The Living/Learning floor would
be coed.
"No student will be forced to participate
in the program and no one will be evicted •
from Cumberland," Mc6roder said.
The only requirements for residence on
the Living/Learning floor will be active
participation in the program. Any student
who is taking one course in the program
will be defined as a participant.
In filling rooms on the Living/Learning
floor, first priority will be given to
continuing residents of Cumberland who
wish to participate in the program and
second priority will be given to students
who wish to transfer into Cumberland in
order to participate in the program.
"We can admit 40 students next year
into the program. Freshmen who are
willing to make a long term commitment te

the program will be given rooms on the
Living/Learning floor." said McGroder.
A peer advising and a faculty advising
program located in Cumberland will be
offered to incoming freshmen. To attract
upperclass students the Living/Learning
program will offer them an opportunity to
counsel the freshmen, perform secretarial
duties for the program and hold positions
as undergraduate associates in the Living/Learning courses.
Unlike the Corbett Hall helath professions program, the Living/Learning program does not group students with the
same academic majors. In fact, an effort is
being made to integrate students with
different majors so they can gain various
insights. Ideally, the advisory committee
would like to have 15 of the incoming
freshmen in engineering of natural science, 15 in arts and humanities and 15 in
social sciences, business and education.
"These figures are not quotas. but
rather targets,- said Haden. "The figures
will have to be adjusted once we know how
many freshmen will reside on the
Living/Learning floor."
Another goal for the next year is the
establishment of a faculty office in a corner
of the basement lounge of Cumberland to
be staffed at least eight hours a week by a
faculty member.
A third goal is the creation of a freshmen
advising program. A group of freshmen/sophomore advisors representing various
colleges would be assigned to the program
and meet regularly with their students.
The program hopes to make the advising
process an opportunity for the creation of
personal relationships between faculty and
students.
By next fall, the advisory committee
hopes to be able to offer 20 courses. The
Living/Learning program plans to continue
using the Stewart Commons lounge and
small dining room as classroom areas. If
approval is granted by the fire marshal and
the students in the dorms, some classes
will be held in the lounges of Androscoggin, Gannett and Cumberland.

Off-campus laundry may be completed by June
by Dona Brotz
Unfavorable weather has held up the
construction of an off-campus laundromat
to be housed in a converted garage at 136
College Avenue, according to John Barry,
manager of family and off-campus
housing.
The original completion date for the
remodeling of the garage to house ten
washers and 12 dryers was March 21. but
Barry now projects a completion by June.
"We have supplies coming now," he
said. "but two big things are holding us

up—the sewer and water lines." These
lines have to be extended from College
Avenue to underneath the floor of the
--4aundromat. They hope to finish that in
April, Barry said.
"We think that the end of June is a
very reasonable completion date," he,
remarked.
The MacGray Company of Cambridge,
Mass., will supply and maintain the
coin-operated machines. The company
also does all on-campus business.
Don Shaw, vice president of the
MacGray Company, is a "very enthusiastic
man," Barry said. "Don has agreed to
kick in $5,000 for remodeling, without any
payback, plus they will furnish tables.
chairs and lights for the laundromat," he
said.
1
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OLD TOWN
appointments 827-5531

The laundromat is designed to be
accessible to handicapped students.
The total remodeling job will cost
about $15,000, Barry explained. Student
Government has already agreed to loan
$2,000 for the project, and either
Residential Life or the Off-Campus Board
is expected to loan the remainder.
"We asked them for money on a
payback schedule," Barry said. "All the
money will be repaid."
Off-campus

housing receives a share of the profits from
MacGray Company, but they have to pay
utilities from that share.
According to Barry, the laundromat's
site was chosen for several reasons. The
garage shell already existed, there is an
acre-parking lot behind, the water and
sewer connections are closer to the site
than at others, and much of the off-campus
traffice passes by the location, Barry
explained.

Essay topic announced
UMO students will be participating in
two Constitutional essay contest during the
next two months with a common topic:
"Equal Rights for Women: Do We Need
the New Amendment? Could the 14th
Amendment Suffice?."
The Percival Wood Clement Essay
Competition is open to undergraduate
juniors and seniors of several New England
colleges under the will of the late Percival
W. Clement. a former governor of
Vermont. Prizes this year are $1,100, $800,
$600 and $500. Essays must be submitted

by April 15.
The Graton Constitutional Essay Contest
is open to all UMO undergraduates.
Awards are made from the income of a
university trust fund from the late Claude
Dewing Graton, class of 1900. This year's
prizes are $.300, $200 and $100. The essay
deadline is April 14.
Further information and contest regulations may be obtained from Eugene A.
Mawhinney or the department of political
science. 29 or 27 North Stevens Hall.

NO 3M M:9
Restaurant Presents:

Chinese Buffet $3.50
Tues, Wed, and Thurs. Evenings
Served from 5 to 8 p.m.
Beer, Wine, and Cocktails

A Beautiful Array of the Finest Chinese Dinners

State Street Veazie Tel. 945-6500
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Russell and Klein bow out

Northeastern dumped,Harris highest scorer
by Greg Betts
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Rufus Harris scored 28 Satu
single season scoring record.

It was an eventful occasion at Memorial
gymnasium Saturaa, night as Rufus Harris
became Maine's new single season scoring
king, throwing in 28 points to lead the
Black Bears over stubborn Northeastern
University 97-85.
Maine's dynamic sophomore forward
broke the record with plenty to spare,
hitting 7 of 9 field goals in the first half. He
topped Jim Stephenson's old mark of 553
points on a tollow up of a missed shot with
4:10 left in the half.
Maine was in high gear during the first
half as they worked the ball on offense to
perfection while hitting 58 percent of their
shots. With Harris putting on a fascinating
exhibition of basketball, Maine stormed to
a 26-16 lead at the 8:30 mark of the first
half.
After Harris came back down to earth,
Roger Lapham (who finished with 20) then
started hitting and Bob McLaughlin came
off the bench to can three quick jumpers as
Maine scored ten unanswered points while
outscoring NU in one stretch, 14-2.
It looked like Maine might blow Coacn

Referees have to wonder
by Paul battenfeld

Anyone who has ever watched or played
a sport knows how easily tempers can
explode, turning a contest into a shouting
duel, usually exercising a very limited
vocabulary, or an all-out free for all.
Sometimes it doesn't take much: a
lopsided score, a couple of 'wrong' calls by
the referee, or a little 'overzealous' hustle
on the part of a player.
Intramural athletics here at UMO are
certainly no exception. but Intramural
Director David Ames said there isn't the
'killer attitude' that caused so many
schools across the country to cut out any
awards, records, or point system ratings in
intramural programs. Eh fact, Ames said,
Maine is now a minority in this respect.
'Players and officials realize they have to
remain in control,' Ames explained.
There are, however, occasional flare
ups. Sunday night, February 12. an
intramural hockey game between Tau
Kappa Epsilon and Delta Tau Delta had to
be called during the second period because
of fighting.
The situation involved hard feelings
between the teams even before the game
started. TKE wanted the game postponed
because some of their players had the flu,
but DTD wanted to play that night.
According to a referee, a fight broke out in
the dressing room,followed by some rough
play on the ice.
The referees called a number of
penalties, trying to control the game, but
finally had to call if off when a fight
started, both benches cleared, and spectators also joined.
TKE was later placed on probation by
Ames, and players involved in fighting
were suspended for one game.
"It was a case of a team taking out a
grudge against another team," Ames said.
"We cannot have that."
Intramural referees, picked and trained
by the intramural office, are prepared for
some problems during the season, but
Ames said,'if there is a big mob scene I tell
them to get out and call security.'
These occurences are rare, Ames said,
but each year things come up such as a big
game or an old rivalry, and the potential for
an incident always exists.
All this mates it difficult for Ames to
hire intramural refs and to keep them.
Each year he is short, he says, never
having enough to start with, and consistently losing students during the year. So
far, ten have quit this year. Ames
explained some need more time for school
work, but a lot cannot handle the pressure.
Referees, of course, are essential to
contests such as touch football, basketball,
and hockey, and the intramural department has $3800 to hire officials for the
year.

Basketball officials are required to pass a
written test and attend clinics before the
season, and are paid $2.40 a game. Ames
noted that while some really take an
interest, others are weaker, but he doesn't
usually fire anyone because there is no one
to take their place.
This year over 500 men's basketball
games were scheduled, and there are
about 40 refs.
An alternative to hiring the student
referees would be to require each team to
supply one ref for each game. Ames said.
For hockey games, referees are paid $3 a
game. and this year Ames hired certified
referees to go over general rules at a clinic.
One of the referees of the TKE-DID
game, John Kostacopoulos, said he likes
the games and it's worth the $3. About that
particular game he said he tried to keep it
going, but it was beyond his control.
"The teams that have big players tend to
be more physical, but it's usually good
hockey," he said.
'Once in a while,' Kostacopoulos added,
'I have to wonder, why am 1 out here —
three bucks isn't worth this grief.'
Lance Mailman refs basketball games
for the money, although he may want to go
into it sometime after college, so it's good
experience, he said. He said the 'A' games
were easiest because the skill level was
better and the games go along at a
smoother pace. He admitted he really
didn't know how to call the 'B' games.
'If you call everything, you could be
there until the next morning, but if you let
a few go, someone gets mad," he said. The
solution was to play it by ear. "As long as
it's controlled, so you have the respect of
the players, it's ok," Mailman said.
Mari Warner refs women's basketball,
also for the experience. She wants to try to
pass the official test of the International
Association of Approved Basketball Officials next year, so she can ref high school
and college games.
She also saw the necessity to look the
other way at times.
'You have to cipher out the calls,' she
said. She also pointed out that while the
men get rougher than the women, during
the game she often gets a lot of back talk.
Cindy Porter, who also plans to go for
her IAABO in the future, and has refereed
both men's and women's games, said the
women gave her a much harder time.
"Once you've made a bad call, the girls
get on you the whole game," she said,
while the men tended to give her a look,
but then said forget it.
I did the same thing when I played in
high school, so I understand it now. You
feel a girl ref is one of you so you can get on
her more,' Porter added.
On the other hand. Ames said if men had
the attitude of women it would be better all
around.'Women want to win, but after the
game is over they forget it and shake
hands. "They smile if they win or lose," he
said.

Jim Calhoun's squad right out of the gym
as the scoreboard read 58-33 just minutes
into the second half.
Behind Dave Caligaris(who may be New
England's premier offensive player) the
Huskies started to make a move. Caligaris
was hitting from 20 feet and better, along
with feeding freshman guard Pete Harris
and center Doug Clary in the open. NU just
wouldn't quit as they pressed Maine full
court and forced the Bears into 12
second-half turnovers and into shooting
only 38 percent from the floor (11-32).
Maine suddenly found themselves leading by the slim margin of nine points, 84-75

with 3:05 to play. But NU got no closer as
Chappelle, confident of victory, cleared his
bench.
Seniors Wally Russell and Jim Klein
came off the court for the last time in the
Pit to warm ovations. Maine fans then
showed a great deal of class as they gave
NU's Caligaris a standing ovation for his
record breaking performance which saw
him pass John Clark as the all-time leading
scorer in Northeastern basketball history.
For the Huskies who now stand 13-11,
Caligaris tied Rufus Harris for game
honors with 28 points as well as picking off
nine rebounds and having seven assists.

Skaters silence Colby
by Troy Donahue
"As for the ECAC'S it's pretty simple
for us. We have to win."
These were the words of Coach Jack
Semler before the game and last night at
Colby. Maine proved they could win when
the chips were down by soundly defeating
Colby, 4-1, in a deciding game for the
Division II playoffs.
The pressure was evident in the first
period, as both teams played very tight,
cautious hockey. Maine outshot Colby 14 to
11. but the period ended a scoreless tie.
Maine come out charging in the second
period and play began to get rough. Four
penalties were called against the Black
Bears but that did not stop their aggressive
play. It finally paid off when Jon Leach and
Joe Crespi each scored in a span of 20
seconds. For the first goal, Leach and
Crespi skated in on a break. Crespi's shot
was stopped by Colby goaltender Joe
Faulstich, but Leach drove the rebound
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home.
Before Faulstich coula catch his breath.
Crespi again skated in on a break with
Jamie Logan this time, and put the pass
into the net after Logan had faked the
goalie out of position.
Although Maine dominated the third
period, outshooting Colby 18-8, Jeff Nord
came up with some fine saves to keep
Maine on top.
The score was extended to 4-0, after
goals by Paul Wheeler and Rob Day. Day's
goal was the clincher and it emptied the
Maine bench and put the large turnout of
UMO fans on their feet.
Nord lost the shutout when Tom Scannell
scored with three minutes left, but it was a
small consolation for Colby.
Maine now has a good chance to make
the playoffs, but Colby can still take the
contested eighth spot away from UMO if
they beat number one ranked Bowdoin in a
final game to be played Wednesday at
Colby.

A Tribute to
Elvis
—

Tues. thru Sun. Feb 28 - March 5
Only Regional Appearance
Catch this show
before Eddie starts on
Broadway in April at
The Palace Theater in
Elvis; The Legend Lives
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Lifestyles••
Courses in residential areas gain support
by Betsey Shirley
The number of courses offered in the
Living/Learning program at Stewart Complex has doubled this semester and plans
are being made to reserve a floor in
Cumberland Hall next year for students in
the program.
Twelve courses are now offered in
Stewart Commons and two courses are
held in the ground floor lounges of
Androscoggin Hall, an increase of seven
courses from last semester.
The co-administrators of the Living/Learning program. English Professor
Burton Hatlen and Stewart Complex
Coordinator Terri McGroder, called last
semester's trial run of the program "a
success." The original co-sponsors, the
College of arts and Sciences and Residential Life, have decided to continue the
program for at least two more years.
Courses for this semester were selected
after a poll of Stewart Complex students
was completed. Introductory and advanced
courses are offered and the program is
open to all undergraduates, although
preference is given to Stewart residents.
Two special seminars are offered this
semester, "The Idea of a University"
taught by Hatlen and a film and discussion
series titled "Science and Society" taught
by Professor William Unertl of the physics
department.
The "Science and Society" seminar
which meets Wednesday nights, offers a
variety of 50-minute films relating science
to the development of society. A 60-minute
discussion period is held after the film and
faculty members are invited to attend and
participate.
"This seminar grew out of a conversation with undergrads who felt that such a
course would be a good supplement to the
Living/Learning program," said Unert1..
"There are eight students taking the
seminar for credit, but we usually have
22-24 other students join us for the
discussions."
Between 100-150 students are enrolled
in the program. Classes are held during the
day and on Tuesday and Wednesday

A group of students and faculty participate in one of the classes offered in the
Living/Learning program at Stewart Commons. Twelve courses are now offered to
undergraduates. [photo by Ed Stevens].
evenings. Faculty hold office hours and
help sessions on Monday nights at Stewart.
"Hopefully we will be able to establish a
core of 15-20 faculty members who have a
permanent interest in the program and will
be identified with Stewart. Students will
become accustomed to seeing faculty
members in the dorm and the dining
halls," Hatlen said.
Hatlen explained that Stewart Complex
was chosen as the program site because of
the high percentage of interest by
Cumberland Hall residents in response to a
survey conducted by the ad hoc committee
who initiated the Living/Learning set up.
"We originally intended to use the
basement lounge of Cumberland, but
because of insufficient exits, according to
the fire marshal, we were unable to do so,"
said Hatlen.
Next year, the Living/Learning program
plans to establish a living area in
Cumberland in which most of the residents
will be active members in the program.
The advisory committee is requesting that
all rooms in Cumberland vacated by

graduating seniors or other vacancies be
reserved for students in the Living/Learning program.
McGroder estimates there will be 60-80
vacancies, which would open up one floor,
if continuing students are re-located within
the dorm. The Living/Learning floor would
be coed.
"No student will be forced to participate
in the program and no one will be evicted
from Cumberland," McGroder said.
The only requirements for residence on
the Living/Learning floor will be active
participation in the program. Any student
who is taking one course in the program
will be defined as a participant.
In filling rooms on the Living/Learning
floor, first priority will be given to
continuing residents of Cumberland who
wish to participate in the program and
second priority will be given to students
who wish to transfer into Cumberland in
order to participate in the program.
"We can admit 40 students next year
into the program. Freshmen who are
willing to make a long term commitment te

the program will be given rooms on the
Living/Learning floor," said McCiroder.
A peer advising and a faculty advising
program located in Cumberland will be
offered to incoming freshmen. To attract
upperclass students the Living/Learning
program will offer them an opportunity to
counsel the freshmen, perform secretarial
duties for the program and hold positions
as undergraduate associates in the Living/Learning courses.
Unlike the Corbett Hall helath professions program, the Living/Learning program does Lot group students with the
same academic majors. In fact, an effort is
being made to integrate students with
different majors so they can gain various
insights. Ideally, the advisory committee
would like to have 15 of the incoming
freshmen in engineering of natural science, 15 in arts and humanities and 15 in
social sciences, business and education.
"These figures are not quotas, but
rather targets," said Haden. "The figures
will have to be adjusted once we know how
many freshmen will reside on the
Living/Learning floor."
Another goal for the next year is the
establishment of a faculty office in a corner
of the basement lounge of Cumberland to
be staffed at least eight hours a week by a
faculty member.
A third goal is the creation of a freshmen
advising program. A group of freshmen/sophomore advisors representing various
colleges would be assigned to the program
and meet regularly with their students.
The program hopes to make the advising
process an opportunity for the creation of
personal relationships between faculty and
students.
By next fall, the advisory committee
hopes to be able to offer 20 courses. The
Living/Learning program plans to continue
using the Stewart Commons lounge and
small dining room as classroom areas. If
approval is granted by the fire marshal and
the students in the dorms, some classes
will be held in the lounges of Androscoggin. Gannett and Cumberland.

Off-campus laundry may be completed by June
by Dona Brotz
Unfavorable weather has held up the
construction of in off-campus laundromat
to be housed in a converted garage at 136
College Avenue, according to John Barry,
manager of family and off-campus
housing.
The original completion date for the
remodeling of the garage to house ten
washers and 12 dryers was March 21, but
Barry now projects a completion by June.
"We have supplies coming now," he
said. "but two big things are holding us

up—the sewer and water lines." These
lines have to be extended from College
Avenue to underneath the floor of the
-4aundromat. They hope to finish that in
April, Barry said.
"We think that the end of June is a
very reasonable completion date," he.
remarked.
The MacGray Company of Cambridge.
Mass., will supply and maintain the
coin-operated machines. The company
also does all on-campus business.
Don Shaw. vice president of the
MacGray Company, is a "very enthusiastic
man," Barry said. "Don has agreed to
kick in $5,000 for remodeling, without any
payback. plus they will furnish tables.
chairs and lights for the laundromat," he
said.
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The laundromat is designed to be
accessible to handicapped students.
The total remodeling job will cost
about $15,000. Barry explained. Student
Government has already agreed to loan
$2,000 for the project, and either
Residential Life or the Off-Campus Board
is expected to loan the remainder.
"We asked them for money on a
payback schedule," Barry said. "All the
money will be repaid."
Off-campus

housing receives a share of the profits from
MacGray Company, but they have to pay
utilities from that share.
According to Barry, the laundromat's
site was chosen for several reasons. The
garage shell already existed, there is an
acre-parking lot behind, the water and
sewer connections are closer to the site
than at others, and much of the off-campus
traffice passes by the location, Barry
explained.

Essay topic announced
UMO students will be participating in
two Constitutional essay contest during the
next two months with a common topic:
"Equal Rights for Women: Do We Need
the New Amendment? Could the 14th
Amendment Suffice?."
The Percival Wood Clement Essay
Competition is open to undergraduate
iuniors and seniors of several New England
colleges under the will of the late Percival
W. Clement. a former governor of
Vermont. Prizes this year are $1,100, $800,
$600 and $500. Essays must be submitted

by April 15.
The Graton Constitutional Essay Contest
is open to all UMO undergraduates.
Awards are made from the income of a
university trust fund from the late Claude
Dewing Graton, class of 1900. This year's
prizes are $300, $200 and $100. The essay
deadline is April 14.
Further information and contest regulations may be obtained from Eugene A.
Mawhinney or the department of political
science, 29 or 27 North Stevens Hall.
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Restaurant Presents:

Chinese Buffet $3.50
Tues. Wed, and Thurs. Evenings
Served from 5 to 8 p.m.
Beer. Wine, and Cocktails

A Beautiful Array of the Finest Chinese Dinners

State Street Veazie Tel. 945-6500
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Fussell and Klein bow out

Northeastern dumped,Harris highest scorer
by Oreg Betts
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Rufus Harris scored 28 Saturday to set a
single season scoring record.

It was an eventful occasion at Memorial
gymnasium Saturday night as Rufus Harris
became Maine's new single season scoring
king, throwing in 28 points to lead the
Black Bears over stubborn Northeastern
University 97-85.
Maine's dynamic sophomore forward
broke the record with plenty to spare,
hitting 7 of 9 field goals in the first half. He
topped Jim Stephenson's old mark of 553
points on a follow up of a missed shot with
4:10 left in the half.
Maine was in high gear during the first
half as they worked the ball on offense to
perfection while hitting 58 percent of their
shots. With Harris putting on a fascinating
exhibition of basketball. Maine stormed to
a 26-16 lead at the 8:30 mark of the first
half.
After Harris came back down to earth,
Roger Lapham (who finished with 20) then
started hitting and Bob McLaughlin came
off the bench to can three quick jumpers as
Maine scored ten unanswered points while
outscoring NU in one stretch, 14-2.
It looked like Maine might blow Coach

Referees have to wonder
by Paul Battenfeld

Anyone who has ever watched or played
a sport knows how easily tempers can
explode, turning a contest into a shouting
duel, usually exercising a very limited
vocabulary, or an all-out free for all.
Sometimes it doesn't take much: a
lopsided score, a couple of 'wrong' calls by
the referee, or a little 'overzealous' hustle
on the part of a player.
Intramural athletics here at UMO are
certainly no exception, but Intramural
Director David Ames said there isn't the
'killer attitude' that caused so many
schools across the country to cut out any
awards, records, or point system ratings in
intramural programs. In fact, Ames said,
Maine is now a minority in this respect.
'Players and officials realize they have to
remain in control,' Ames explained.
There are, however, occasional flare
ups. Sunday night, February 12, an
intramural hockey game between Tau
Kappa Epsilon and Delta Tau Delta had to
be called during the second period because
of fighting.
The situation involved hard feelings
between the teams even before the game
started. TKE wanted the game postponed
because some of their players had the flu,
but DTD wanted to play that night.
According to a referee, a fight broke out in
the dressing room,followed by some rough
play on the ice.
The referees called a number of
penalties, trying to control the game, but
finally had to call if off when a fight
started, both benches cleared, and spectators also joined.
TKE was later placed on probation by
Ames, and players involved in fighting
were suspended for one game.
"It was a case of a team taking out a
grudge against another team." Ames said.
"We cannot have that."
Intramural referees, picked and trained
by the intramural office, are prepared for
some problems during the season, but
Ames said,'if there is a big mob scene I tell
them to get out and call security.'
These occurences are rare, Ames said,
but each year things come up such as a big
game or an old rivalry, and the potential for
an incident always exists.
All this makes it difficult for Ames to
hire intramural refs and to keep them.
Each year he is short, he says. never
having enough to start with, and consistently losing students during the year. So
far, ten have quit this year. Ames
explained some need more time for school
work, but a lot cannot handle the pressure.
Referees, of course, are essential to
contests such as touch football, basketball,
and hockey. and the intramural department has $3800 to hire officials for the
year.

Basketball officials are required to pass a
written test and attend clinics before the
season, and are paid $2.40 a game. Ames
noted that while some really take an
interest, others are weaker, but he doesn't
usually fire anyone because there is no one
to take their place.
This year over 500 men's basketball
games were scheduled, and there are
about 40 refs.
An alternative to hiring the student
referees would be to require each team to
supply one ref for each game. Ames said.
For hockey games, referees are paid $3 a
game, and this year Ames hired certified
referees to go over general rules at a clinic.
One of the referees of the TKE-DTD
game. John Kostacopoulos, said he likes
the games and it's worth the $.3. About that
particular game he said he tried to keep it
going, but it was beyond his control.
"The teams that have big players tend to
be more physical, but it's usually good
hockey," he said.
'Once in a while,' Kostacopoulos added.
'I have to wonder, why am I out here —
three bucks isn't worth this grief.'
Lance Mailman refs basketball games
for the money, although he may want to go
into it sometime after college, so it's good
experience, he said. He said the 'A' games
were easiest because the skill level was
better and the games go along at a
smoother pace. He admitted he really
didn't know how to call the 'B' games.
'If you call everything, you could be
there until the next morning, but if you let
a few go, someone gets mad," he said. The
solution was to play it by ear. "As long as
it's controlled, so you have the respect of
the players, it's ok," Mailman said.
Mari Warner refs women's basketball,
also for the experience. She wants to try to
pass the official test of the International
Association of Approved Basketball Officials next year, so she can ref high school
and college games.
She also saw the necessity to look the
other way at times.
'You have to cipher out the calls,' she
said. She also pointed out that while the
men get rougher than the women, during
the game she often gets a lot of back talk.
Cindy Porter, who also plans to go for
her IAABO in the future, and has refereed
both men's and women's games, said the
women gave her a much harder time.
"Once you've made a bad call, the girls
get on you the whole game," she said,
while the men tended to give her a look,
but then said forget it.
I did the same thing when I played in
high school, so I understand it now. You
feel a girl ref is one of you so you can get on
her more,' Porter added.
On the other hand. Ames said if men had
the attitude of women it would be better all
around.'Women want to win, but after the
game is over they forget it and shake
hands. "They smile if they win or lose," he
said.

Jim Calhoun's squad right out of the gym
as the scoreboard read 58-33 just minutes
into the second half.
Behind Dave Caligaris(who may be New
England's premier offensive player) the
Huskies started to make a move. Caligaris
was hitting from 20 feet and better, along
with feeding freshman guard Pete Harris
and center Doug Clary in the open. NU just
wouldn't quit as they pressed Maine full
court and forced the Bears into 12
second-half turnovers and into shoot'ng
only 38 percent from the floor (11-32).
Maine suddenly found themselves leading by the slim margin of nine points, 84-75

with 3:05 to play. But NU got no closer as
Chappelle, confident of victory, cleared his
bench.
Seniors Wally Russell and Jim Klein
came off the court for the last time in the
Pit to warm ovations. Maine fans then
showed a great deal of class as they gave
NU's Caligaris a standing ovation for his
record breaking performance which saw
him pass John Clark as the all-time leading
scorer in Northeastern basketball history.
For the Huskies who now stand 13-11.
Caligaris tied Rufus Harris for game
honors with 28 points as well as picking off
nine rebounds and having seven assists.

Skaters silence Colby
by Troy Donahue
"As for the ECAC'S it's pretty simple
for us. We have to win."
These were the words of Coach Jack
Semler before the game and last night at
Colby, Maine proved they could win when
the chips were down by soundly defeating
Colby, 4-1, in a deciding game for the
Division II playoffs.
The pressure was evident in the first
period, as both teams played very tight.
cautious hockey. Maine outshot Colby 14 to
11, but the period ended a scoreless tie.
Maine come out charging in the second
period and play began to get rough. Four
penalties were called against the Black
Bears but that did not stop their aggressive
play. It finally paid off when Jon Leach and
Joe Crespi each scored in a span of 20
seconds. For the first goal. Leach and
Crespi skated in on a break. Crespi's shot
was stopped by Colby goaltender Joe
Faulstich, but Leach drove the rebound
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home.
Before Faulstich could catch his breath,
Crespi again skated in on a break with
Jamie Logan this time, and put the pass
into the net after Logan had faked the
goalie out of position.
Although Maine dominated the third
period, outshooting Colby 18-8, Jeff Nord
came up with some fine saves to keep
Maine on top.
The score was extended to 4-0, after
goals by Paul Wheeler and Rob Day. Day's
goal was the clincher and it emptied the
Maine bench and put the large turnout of
UMO fans on their feet.
Nord lost the shutout when Tom Scannell
scored with three minutes left, but it was a
small consolation for Colby.
Maine now has a good chance to make
the playoffs, but Colby can still take the
contested eighth spot away from UMO if
they beat number one ranked Bowdoin in a
final game to be played Wednesday at
Colby.

A Tribute to
Elvis
—

Tues. thru Sun. Feb 28 - March 5
Only Regional Appearance
Catch this show
before Eddie starts on
Broadway in April at
The Palace Theater in
Elvis; The Legend Lives
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Skung:
Women lack funds to send
entire team to Nationals
University of Maine women skiers
nailed fifth place and two individuals
qualified for the national champoinships
while host Middlebury College easily won
the eastern ski champoinships last
weekend.
Middlebury ran up a score of 364.33
for the four-event meet, besting a field of
the 12 top teams in the East. Dartmouth
was second with 332.09, University of
Vermont (UVM) third, 297.71, Williams
fourth, 255.61 and UMO fifth with 244.47
points.
Leading the UMaine effort were
national qualifiers Kristin Wiese, who
cranked down the giant slalom (US)course
for a two-run combined time of 2:10.22,
and Sandy Cook, who placed 113th in the 7.5
kilometer cross-country event in 28
minutes 53 seconds.
Wiese and Cook leave next week for
Albuquerque, N.M., and the National
Championships, scheduled for March 10th
and 11th.
Although UMO did qualify as a team
by virtue of its fifth place finish, the
university lacks the funds to send the
entire team to New Mexico. UMO placed
fourth at the nationals last year.
Debbie Tarinelli of Dartmouth starred

in the alpine events, picking up two firsts
with a 1:55.4 in the GS and 1:33.99 in the
Middlebury's Sara McNealus
slalom.
turned in second place finishes in each
event.
Top alpine finishers for Maine were
Laurie Monico, 16th in slalom and 25th in
GS; Mona Reynolds, 32nd in slalom and
40th in US; and Linda Iitierette, 29th in
slalom.,
Middlebury outran its closest competitor, UVM, in the 4 x 3.5 kilometer
cross country relay to win by over a minute.
Middlebury was timed in 51:50, UVM
53:24, third place Dartmouth, 55:33 and
the UMO team of Brook Merrow, Berry
Manter, Betsy Martin and Sandy Cook
toured the course in 57:36.
In the 7.5 kilometer race the next day,
Middlebury swept the first three places,
Lindsey Putnam winning with a time of
26:01. Other UMO finishers behind Cook
were Martin, 16th and Merrow, 17th.
Maine closes out the season next
weekend, March 3 and 4, at Bethel where
the team hosts the Women's Eastern
Intercollegiate Ski Champoinships. Alpine
events start Friday at 9 a.m. and the
cross-country race at Gould Academy is
scheduled for 9 a.m. Saturday.

Men end with ninth place finish...
With strong performances from John
Mathieu, Peter Joseph and Eric
Dombkowski. the UMaine ski team closed
out the season with a ninth place finish at
the Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association
Champoinships at Middlebury Feb. 24 and
25.
The University of Vermont (UVM)
topped the 11 other teams, winning the
four-event meet with 380 points
Dartmouth was second with 356 and
Middleburv third, 341.
Joseph posted 224.54 points for 19th
place overall in the alpine combined. Scott
Light of UVM bested the entire field with
213.10 points.
Other UMO scoreres in the apline
combined were Jay Marshall, 21st, and
Jeff Pier, 33rd.
In the 15-kilometer cross country race,
won by UVM's Karsten Midvedt in 47
minutes, 1 second, Mathieu placed in SO
minutes, 18 seconds. UMO's Dave Hatton
and Mark Ouellette were 34th and 35th
respectively.

Dombkowski sailed to an 11th place
finish in the jump, followed by Ouellette's
19th and Bill Mitchell's 20th. Kare Hetje
of UVM outjumped the field and won the
event with 205.7 points.

Joanne Petkus.flanked by Cindy McDonough [left] and Linda Smith (rightj. showed
Vaitones photo).
good form while winning the hurdle event. (Ste

Women runners win, 81-18
by Steve Vaitones
Joan Westphal qualified for the national
AIAW championships in the two mile race
Saturday as the women's track team
downed an understaffed Fitchburg State
(Mass.) squad, 81-18. The victory ended
the dual meet portion of the schedule at
7-1
Westphal, a freshman from Great
Cranberry Island who transferred here at
midyear, ran the two miles in 11:08.2, a
school record, and nine seconds under the
national qualifying, standard.

...Two will compete
in NCAA's this week
Alpinist Peter Joseph and cross country
skier John Mathieu will represent the
University of Maine at the NCAA ski
chamionships March 1 and 2 at Franconia,
N.H.
Joseph's ninth in the giant slalom(GS)
at the University of Vermont Winter
Carnival, best alpine performance by a
UMO skier this season, and a 24th at
Middlebury qualified him for the GS
scheduled for Wednesday at Cannon
Mountain.
Mathieu has been a top fifteen finisher
all season, and turned in a season best
ninth place at Williams. He will compete
in the 1S-kiJometer cross country race at
Bretton Woods Thursday.
Mathieu was 22nd in that event last
year at the NCAAs at Winter park, Colo.

She ran the race practically from the start,
going through the first mile in 5:22 and
lapping the two other runners twice.
Overall. Maine easily defeated the smv11
Fitchburg State team, the opponents only
having one win, that in the mile.
Individual winners included Ann Turbyne (shot put), Arlene Smart (high jump),
and Tina Berube (long jump) in the field
events, and Patty Holcomb (60), Joanne
Petkus (hurdles), Stephanie Durant (220),
Lisa Stevens (440), and Rosie Giamotti
(880) in the running events.
In addition, the mile relay ran their best
time of the season, 4:11.6, with Patty
Holcomb running the final 440 in 59.3.
The team's final indoor meet comes
March 11 and 12 when the Eastern
championships will he contested at Tufts.

Men place eighth
in New England

Lisa Stevens—in

control

The men's track team placed in three
events for a total of ten points and an
eighth place finish this weekend in the New
Englands at Hanover, N.H.
Maine's Jim Boyle finished second in the
880, clocking a 1:54.97, a UMO record.
Nick Tupper also ran well, taking a third in
the 600 and helping the mile relay team to
a third place finish, along with John
Simms, Kevin Dyer and Ed Gott.
Northeastern won the title with 62
points, followed by UConn with 37 and BU
with 24.

Providence defense too
tough for hot hoopsters
by Christopher Winters

Barb Dunham had a hot hand, but her 22 point effortfailed to shake up Providence
Saturday. [Robin Hartford photo).

The University of Maine's women's
basketball team was defeated by the
Providence College Friars 72-53 Saturday
in the Memorial Gym in a game which
matched two of the top teams in New
England.
The loss, coming after nine straight
wins, gave Maine a record of 9-3, while
Providence moved to 17-3.
Leading the way for Providence were
Mary Ann McCoy and Lynn Sheedy, with
18 and 14 points respectively. The high
scorer for Maine was Barb Dunham, who
tallied a game high 22 points.
Maine jumped out to an early lead but
a strong defense and some excellent
outside shooting by Providence enabled
them to go ahead. Maine drew to 26-25,
but Providence scored eight straight points
to end the half leading 34-25.
In the second half. Maine came out
gunning, with Barb Dunham scoring 16

points, all from the outside, to spark a
comeback, but Providence held on to the
lead. The closest they came was 54-53 with
about five minutes remaining. Providence
was then able to hold Maine off the rest of
the way and score the last 15 points of the
game to win, 72-53.
The loss may not have an effect on the
chances of Maine making the playoffs. The
girls were ranked fourth in New England
prior to the game. Since 16 teams are
chosen. Maine may be invited to participate, but probably not seeded. Maine
does not play many of the top teams and so
may be considered less strong than some
other teams.
Coach Eileen Fox expressed some
optimism that the girls would be chosen to
compete, and hoped that they would play
at UMPG, one of the sites for the
tournament, rather than the other sites,
Queens, N.Y., UVM, or Southern Conneticut. The four winners from each site
would then square off in Queens for the
finals.

